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ABSTRACT
We ﬁrst introduce a method called quantum path veriﬁcation, where we search for a break in a quantum network.
After explaining these capabilities, we address gate internal faults. We present new fault models to represent
crosstalk and unwanted nearest neighbor entanglement. When witnessed, these errors are probabilistic, but there
is a set of tests that has the highest probability of detecting a fault. We introduce a method of probabilistic set
covering to identify this set of tests. A large part of our work consisted of writing a software package that allows
us to compare various fault models and test strategies.
Keywords: Automated quantum test set generation, quantum state tomography, quantum error modelling,
quantum software veriﬁcation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The laws of quantum mechanics predict computational devices leading to speed increases over their classical
counterparts.3 In this work we show that for the same level of validation expected in classical test, certain
circuits can be tested faster using quantum mechanics.
Just as the EDA community began to dominate the testing of classical circuits around the 1960’s,23 this
paper extends these methods to quantum circuits. There is a large diﬀerence from classical and quantum test.
However, the purpose of this paper is twofold. First of all, we wish to let the EDA and software testing community
know of the similarities to classical test, in hopes that other engineers can follow suit and contribute new insights
to this hard problem. The second is to let practicing physicist’s at the cutting edge of Quantum Computing
(QC) technology know of a new conceptual way to think about testing—and the method we propose is hardly
comparable to state tomography.14
2. BACKGROUND
Currently experimental physicists have only begun to experience a need to research optimized testing methods
due to the small qubit (quantum bit) count of current quantum circuits.13 Quantum circuits are tested using
state tomography—essentially brute force—where the number of tests is exponential in the number of qubits.
Here however we assume only quantum circuits that implement binary gates– we concern ourselves with the
logical testing of quantum circuits. This means that we will inspect the logical data processed by the quantum
circuit and compare this data with expected values allowing us to make a judgment on a circuit’s functionality—
after all we measure only binary information from a qubit even though its quantum modes of operation reside
in the vastness of Hilbert Space.
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|1〉 • |1〉
|0〉  |1〉
(b)
|0〉 • |0〉
|a〉  |a〉
(c)
|1〉 • |1〉
|1〉  |0〉
(d)
|0〉 H • H |1〉
|1〉 H  H |1〉
 







 
Figure 1. Propagation Through a Quantum Gate: (a) The CNOT gate mapping a classical input state |10〉 to classical
output state |11〉. (b) Mapping state |0a〉 to |0a〉 where ’a’ is any binary number. (c) The third Figure from the left shows
a classical mapping of |11〉 to |10〉. (d) Quantum phase kickback where the phase of the control gets ﬂipped based on the
phase of the target.
The relatively slow rate of progress realizing quantum circuits causes some to consider our idea of fast testing
a bit premature. On the other hand, in NMR it can take months to ﬁne tune the sequence of pulses necessary
to implement a simple universal gate to function properly,12 and much of this time is spent testing.
Classically test set generation relies on a fault model, this means that you limit the errors you wish to test for
those that are the most likely. In this work, we present a comparison between a very general Quantum Circuit
testing approach that we call quantum path veriﬁcation and the internal quantum gate faults such as crosstalk,
continuous unwanted qubit rotations and unwanted entanglement. In practice, the choice of the fault model will
be determined by technology, but our model is general enough to cover a wide range of fault types. In this paper
we often omit normalization factors and represent |+〉 as |0〉+ |1〉 and |−〉 as |0〉 − |1〉 for clarity.
3. QUANTUM PATH VERIFICATION
Detecting a break in a quantum network is based on the axiom that the circuit is built from NOT, Feynman,
Toﬀoli and SWAP gates, where each gate in the network needs to be tested to ensure functionality. Let’s examine
the veriﬁcation of a simple oracle.14
Assume we wish to test our oracle’s ability to perform the computation CNOT. On the amplitude plane we
need to make sure that the binary signals pass through the channel containing the CNOT gate correctly, and
that the gate works correctly. In doing so we set the control bit to binary |1〉 and toggle the target, |0〉 , |1〉,
we are then just left with making sure the control passes a low signal properly and does not impact the source
adversely—any choice of the source will do but the control must be |0〉, see Figure 1 (b). Since this gate is
quantum, we must also verify that ’phase kickback’ through the CNOT gate is indeed functional. One way to
do this is with both target and control input state as, |Ψ〉 = |0〉 − |1〉, and call this test Tq1, see Figure 1 (d).
After passing through a functioning CNOT gate, the phase of the top bit is rotated based on an eigenvalue of
the target, that is: eiπ = −1 −→ +1. So the state of the top bit be, |Ψ〉 = |0〉 + |1〉. It is a simple matter to
insert a Hardamard gate—at the end of the top bit after the CNOT gate—allowing the state to interfere before
projectively measuring it with a Zˆ observable, as in Figure 1 (d). In the case that the CNOT gate did propagate
the phase correctly the outcome of a measurement will be Zˆ = +1, and likewise Zˆ = −1 for a faulty circuit,
where Zˆ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
In practice, for many purposes, this degree of validation may be enough. However, if the application of this gate
is a communication circuit18 we may also wish to verify that it can help produce an entangled pair. This simple
example illustrates a deductive way to determine if quantum information is carried through a channel. However,
we promised some non-classical tricks to make testing faster, and now we will show how the CNOT gate can
be tested in a single test. We must ﬁrst address the possible errors present in the gate and then propagate a
quantum signal through the gate to detect if any classical faults are present. The model used in quantum path
veriﬁcation that we propose here for the ﬁrst time is any individual gate level error.
Consider a circuit as a linear mapping, where a permutation of this mapping must be an error in the network
such as the permutation from Figure 2 (a) to Figure 2 (b) and (c). We will consider a ﬁnite set of permutations—
the fault model—and devise a set of tests that if successful will determine that none of the faults in the fault model
are present in the circuit. Classically we are only able to supply classical inputs after a test set is determined,
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but this is not the case quantum mechanically. The idea is that we want to ﬁnd as few querries as possible of
our oracle that detect if any of the errors are present, and extract information that will inform us of this error.
For the case of the CNOT gate, the query is simple, we just can place Hadamard gates before and after
the circuit, this will place the circuit in a superposition of states and allow us to extract vital information
about the functionality of the circuit. This is not always easy since some input vectors will lead to probabilistic
measurement outcomes, so in general we must use caution to build our query, as extracting information from a
quantum circuit is known to be hard. A solid advantage a quantum computer has over a classical computer is
the ability to supply non-classical querries as test vectors. We can devise now a quantum test set that is faster
than the classical case, such as, |+〉 ⊗ |−〉. If we supply this as an input to the CNOT gate and then place
Hadamard gates at the end of the circuit to add some interference we will measure state, |01〉 only in the case
that each of the errors shown in Figure 2 are not present.
Steps to test CNOT:
I. Prepare input state |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| = |01〉 〈01| =


0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


II. Act on |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| with Hadamard operators, Hˆ |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| Hˆ† = 14


1 −1 1 −1
−1 1 −1 1
1 −1 1 −1
−1 1 −1 1


II. Apply oracle containing CNOT computation, CNOT |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|CNOT † = 14


1 −1 −1 1
−1 1 1 −1
−1 1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1


and again act on system with Hadamard operators, |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1


III. Perform the projective measurement and store this value as VP
IIII. if VP is not equal to |01〉 〈01|, the circuit contains a fault.
An interesting advantage of quantum path veriﬁcation aside from the classical test set reduction and speed
increase, is that we are also verifying the non-classical inputs states possible in quantum computation.
3.1. Quantum Path Verification Algorithm
The Quantum Path Propagation Problem is formulated as follows. Given is a permutative quantum network
mapping an arbitrary binary input state to an arbitrary binary output state, ﬁnd a set of tests to verify this
network.
Definition 1. Veriﬁcation of a quantum network amounts to veriﬁcation of the functionality of the network
under a disjoint set of tests TT , that results in a non-probabilistic output.
(a)
|x〉 • |x〉
|y〉  |x〉 ⊕ |y〉
(b)
|x〉 × |x〉
|y〉  |y¯〉
(c)
|x〉 × |x〉
|y〉 × |y〉
Figure 2. Fault Models for CNOT gate: (a) Normal gate. (b) Missing control error. (c) Missing gate error. The task of
the Test Engineer is to ﬁnd the fewest number of tests needed to determine that the network implements (a) and not (b)
and (c).
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Axiom 1. A set of tests TT needed to verify a permutative quantum network is complete if all permutative sub
components in the network are veriﬁed in the execution of TT .
Quantum Path Propagation Algorithm: Given a permutative quantum network Qn.
Define: Qn is a matrix representing the quantum circuit, with size 2n × 2n, store this value as a QuIDD.21
Define: Qe is a set of matrices representing Qn under each error syndrome, store as a vector of QuIDDs.21
Define: Query as a set of generators that expand via the tensor product to size 2n×2n, Query ∈ {a1, a2, a3, ...an}.
Allocate memory space for each member of Query and store as a QuIDD.
Define: LHS and RHS such that LHS and RHS are formed with the group of generators with simple decompo-
sition from Query and are 2n × 2n in size.
Define: |State〉 as a state vector of size = n where Qn is 2n× 2n and |State〉 is generated from the group formed
by, {|0〉 , |1〉}⊗n.
Define: S is a set of distinct tests, each test deﬁnes, 1.)LHS , 2.)RHS and 3.) |State〉 for each Si ∈ S, such
that |Si〉 = LHS ·Qn · RHS · |State〉, and 〈Si| Zˆn |Si〉 is a purely binary result, where ∀Si is 2n × 2n in size and
Zn = {Zˆ ⊗ ...n...⊗ Zˆ}, and Zˆ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
1: Perform breadth ﬁrst search generating LHS and RHS to the user deﬁned depth or so test set is below a
certain size. This generates all possible querries.
2: Perform breadth ﬁrst search for the smallest set of tests S such that S represents the smallest union taken
between LHS ·Qn ·RHS · |State〉 and the set LHS ·Qe ·RHS · |State〉. In other words, ﬁnd querries that distinguish
a good circuit from every possible fault in the lowest number of tests.
3.2. Applications of Quantum Path Verification
Some work has been done on reversible test set generation using the single stuck at model,9 however, this model
will not work for quantum circuits or even for classical reversible circuits. A simple example of the insuﬃciency
of the method presented in9 is shown with successive inputs, |101〉 , |010〉 if we consider the Fredkin Gate given in
Figure 4. This test set is complete for the stuck-at-model but never tests the functionality of the gate, reducing
its usefulness drastically. Additional work has been done using the missing gate fault model.10 Using the missing
gate fault model, the Fredkin gate is considered completely tested with only input state |111〉, this solution is
clearly missing errors. The correct test set given for the amplitude plane found by our proposed method is the
following, |110〉 , |111〉, and |abc〉 with the boolean product between a and b zero and c is binary zero or one.
Quantum mechanically we can speed things up a bit by using a non-classical test set, |1〉⊗|−〉⊗|−〉 , |0〉⊗|+〉⊗|−〉
to verify the functionality of our circuit in one less test than classical physics would allow.
Our example might seem simpliﬁed since right now quantum faults seem to happen probabilistically, but we
hope to control quantum computers enough to concern ourselves only with these types of logical errors. Our
method of veriﬁcation deals only with troubleshooting and detection, and is useful for validation of repeatable
faults—like broken gates.
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Figure 3. Fredkin Gate and possible faults: Top left is a Fredkin gate, the other circuits are the possible faults, such as
broken controls or broken gates. The fault model used here is the single fault model, we consider the cases were only one
gate at a time is said to have an error.
Circuit under Test
|Ti〉 • |Ri〉
|Ti+1〉 H  •  H |Ri+1〉
|Ti+2〉 H •  • H
    








     |Ri+2〉
Figure 4. Circuit to test the Fredkin Gate: On the amplitude plane this gate is tested by ﬁrst applying |011〉 and then |101〉
to make sure that the CCNOT gate works, next we apply |111〉 to make sure that the 3rd bit passes a zero as well as further
verifying the CNOT gate. Non-classical inputs allow us to run the following complete test set: |1〉⊗|−〉⊗|+〉 , |0〉⊗|−〉⊗|−〉,
under examination of the circuit it is clear that any error given in Figure 3 will be detected.
4. GATE INTERNAL QUANTUM FAULTS
In this section we will address some individual errors taking place inside of quantum gates. These errors in
general are continuous in time and strength and impact the probability of detecting a fault.45 Traditionally the
Test Generation Problem is thought of as the generation of a sequence of tests (test set), that when applied to a
circuit and compared with the circuit’s output, will determine that the circuit is correct or will determine that it
contains one or more faults.9 In other words, testing is the checking of functionality, and running the ideal test
set amounts to suﬃcient system veriﬁcation with the smallest possible number of tests.23 To that order, we must
distinguish between a probabilistic fault and a deterministic fault that is observed probabilistically. When we
wrote this paper we coined these faults ”quantum faults” in order to better distinguish them from their classical
counterparts.
For simpliﬁcation, in this paper we assume what is called in binary testing the single fault model,23 where only
one fault is considered at a time. In classical test you ﬁrst determine what your circuit should do under certain
conditions and then ﬁnd out what the circuit would do if certain errors were present, such as output a |001〉
instead of a |101〉 ten percent of the time with input vector |000〉. Another way to do this is to consider ’what
if ’ cases, where a model of the error is placed into a circuit and the new erroneous output is calculated and
stored—for later comparison. We then use software to ﬁnd the smallest set of tests that can detect these errors
to a certain level of validation, based on a given input. For the quantum case this table contains fractions that
represent probabilities of diﬀerent outcomes, as will be seen in section 4.1.
If we consider the circuit shown in Figure 4 as a sequence of stages with each stage deﬁned as a gate that
does not commute with both nearest neighbors. If a gate commutes with a neighbor than it should be added to
that stage. The circuit shown in Figure 4 has 5 stages. We can assume certain faults between any of the stages
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Product State maps to a non-product state
|Ti〉 H • • H
|Ti+1〉 H •  H
|Ti+2〉 H  H
Figure 5. Circuit to test the Fredkin Gate: On the amplitude plane this gate is tested by ﬁrst applying |011〉 and then |101〉
to make sure that the CCNOT gate works, next we apply |111〉 to make sure that the 3rd bit passes a zero as well as further
verifying the CNOT gate. Non-classical inputs allow us to run the following complete test set: |1〉⊗|−〉⊗|+〉 , |0〉⊗|−〉⊗|−〉,
under examination of the circuit it is clear that any error given in Figure 3 will be detected.
Gate Amplitude plane Test Set Quantum Test Set
CNOT |11〉 , |10〉 , |00〉 |+〉 ⊗ |−〉
SWAP |01〉 , |10〉 , |11〉 |−〉 ⊗ |+〉 , |+〉 ⊗ |−〉
Toﬀoli |111〉, |110〉, |011〉 |1〉 ⊗ |−〉 ⊗ |−〉 , |0〉 ⊗ |+〉 ⊗ |−〉
Peres |011〉, |101〉, |110〉 |1〉 ⊗ |+〉 ⊗ |−〉 , |0〉 ⊗ |−〉 ⊗ |−〉
Fredkin |101〉, |111〉, |000〉 |1〉 ⊗ |−〉 ⊗ |+〉 , |0〉 ⊗ |−〉 ⊗ |−〉
Figure 6. A comparison between the number of tests needed for classical and quantum versions of the same gates. SWAP
for example is only testable in 3 tests classically, but for complete veriﬁcation we need 4 tests.
or internal to the stages themselves in the circuit. For example, error correcting codes typically correct from
faults from the gates given in Equations 1, 2 and 3 as the fault model8 and in.7
We can also use the tensor product to expand any number of these single bit operators to show a simple case
where a fault spreads out and impacts other bits in the circuit. The qubit rotation fault model can arise from a
short or long pulse in NMR, or from other timing problems.38 We can detect these errors by inserting each of
the single bit rotations into the quantum circuit and recalculating the output for each possible input state. Our
software then removes redundancies from the table as explained in Section 4.1. So if we we can represent the
margin of error as some ε, we observe that |θ|4π =
ε
100 , and solving for θ gives us, θ =
±επ
25 . ε can be thought of
as a margin or percentage of error. For the Toﬀoli gate shown in Figure 4, we set ε to be 25, and then we use
our software package QuFault to generate the fault table from Figure 8.
Each entry in the fault table from Figure 8 corresponds to the probability of detecting a given fault for a given
input combination. It is in general diﬃcult to detect errors in quantum circuits caused by an error in the phase
of the qubit. This is because in the computational basis we can not detect phase since the eigenvectors of the
phase errors are the eigenvectors of the computational basis. The eigenvalues of a fault impacting the phase of
• • • •
• = •  • 
U V V † V
Figure 7. To the left is a cell level representation of a Toﬀoli gate, its internals at a slightly lower level are shown to the
right. A better explanation of the gate given in this ﬁgure is given in.32 We model the quantum errors impacting this gate
by acting on the state with a fault model between each stage that contains a gate. We can also consider errors inside of
the gate and ﬁnd the input test set that reveals these errors with the highest probability of detection using the probabilistic
set covering from Section 4.1.
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Rx(θ) =
(
cos( θ2 ) −sin( θ2 )
−sin( θ2 ) cos( θ2 )
)
(1)
Ry(θ) =
(
cos( θ2 ) −sin( θ2 )
sin( θ2 ) cos(
θ
2 )
)
(2)
Rz(φ) =
(
e−
φ
2 0
0 e
φ
2
)
(3)
Input Test f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10 f11 f12
|000〉 , |001〉 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0
|010〉 , |110〉 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0.2 0.2
|100〉 , |101〉 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0.2
|110〉 , |111〉 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.2 0
|+ + +〉 , |+−+〉 , |−+ +〉 , |− −+〉 0 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
|+ +−〉 , |+−−〉 , |−+−〉 , |− − −〉 0 0.8 0.8 0 0 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Figure 8. The fault table shown above was generate using the fault models given in Equations 1, 2 and 3 for the Toﬀoli
gate from Figure 4. Repeating rows and columns were grouped for clarity, |+〉 = |0〉 + |1〉 and |−〉 = |0〉 − |1〉 with
normalization constants removed for clarity. Each entry in the table corresponds to the probability of detecting a given
fault represented by Column label fn
a qubit will ﬂip the phase based on the eigenvalues of the fault. To detect these errors we need to use inputs of
type:|+〉 = |0〉+ |1〉 and |−〉 = |0〉 − |1〉, for example.
One of the more interesting fault models that we used in this study represents unwanted amounts of entangle-
ment. This fault model given in Figure 9 can model both the addition of unwanted entanglement and the removal
of wanted entanglement. The amount of entanglement can be determined and adjusted using the Haar mea-
sure. In Figure 10 we present a fault table generated by QuFault using unwanted entanglement as the fault model.


 · e(φ)cos( θ2 ) 0 − · e(φ)sin( θ2 ) 0
0  · e(φ)cos( θ2 ) 0 − · e(φ)sin( θ2 )
 · e(−φ)sin( θ2 )cos(θ) e(−φ)sin( θ2 ) · sin( θ2 )  · e(φ)cos( θ2 ) · cos(θ) e(φ)cos( θ2 )sin(θ)
e(−φ)sin( θ2 ) · sin( θ2 )  · e(−φ)sin( θ2 )cos(θ) e(φ)cos( θ2 )sin(θ)  · e(φ)cos(θ) · cos( θ2 )

 (4)
Figure 9. The Equation shown in this Figure is a fault model used to represent the unwanted interaction of two qubits.
It is called the entanglement fault model, we can vary the amount of entanglement over the range of the Haar Measure.
4.1. Quantized Set covering
Because of the fractions that occur in quantum fault Tables 8 and 10 it is clear that traditional set covering will
not work. In order to detect the greatest number of faults with each test, we must introduce a new kind of set
covering.
We represent by an an entry in the quantum fault table, it represents the probability that given row (test)
covers given column (fault), 0 ≤ an ≤ 1. It is clear that the traditional set covering problem of a fault table
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Input Test f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
|000〉 , |001〉 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
|010〉 , |110〉 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1
|100〉 , |101〉 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 1
|110〉 , |111〉 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5
Figure 10. A fault table created with the Toﬀoli gate from Figure 4 contains internal errors resulting in unwanted
entanglement. A representation of the fault model is given in Figure 9. Here the values of θ = π/2 and φ = π making
Figure 9 become the well known operator used to create Bell states.
is a special case where ∀an ∈ {0, 1}n. The quantum set covering problem is now formulated diﬀering from the
classical case with the addition of positive fractional entries, arising from the nature of quantum measurement.
This modiﬁcation in problem formulation makes the concept of full coverage in general not achievable for testing
quantum circuits, unless we specify a bound. Given the Table from Figure 11, for every selected set of rows one
can calculate the probability of detecting fault fa. Assume that rows Ta, Ta+1 and Ta+2 have been selected as
a (quasi)-solution to the probabilistic set covering problem being a sub-problem of quantum set covering. Then
the probability of detecting fault fa is P (fa) = P (a1)+ (1−P (a1)) ·P (b1)+ (1− (1−P (a1)) · (1−P (b1)) ·P (c1).
If the probability of detecting fault fa is above a certain ”accuracy level” for each column, then the set of tests
is a solution. If not, one can select other tests or repeat some tests Tj k times to increase the probability until
we reach the desired assurance. Assume that in column fr only test T1 has entry higher than 0, and that this
value is 3/4 . Observe that by repeating this test three times we get the probability P (fr) of detecting fault fr
deﬁned by P (fr)= 34+
1
4 · 34 + 14 · 34 · 34 = 34 + 1564 . We increased thus the fault detection probability by 15/64 by
repeating the test three times. The techniques presented above are used in quantum set covering. In many cases
the quantum fault table has a high percent of columns with ”1’s” thus can be highly reduced by using classical
set covering approaches based on dominance and equivalence.
4.2. Quantum set covering formulation
The Quantum Set Covering Problem is formulated as follows. Given is a covering table in which rows correspond
to tests and columns to faults. The value p in the entry on the intersection of the row R and column C means
that test R detects fault C with probability p. Value 1 in the entry on the intersection of row R and column C
means probability 1 or that R is a deterministic test for C.
Rule 1. The entries of a quantum fault table are governed by a constrained covering problem with fractional
entries. The entries relate to each other with the inclusion/exclusion principle and in discrete form are governed
by the following Equation: c(n) =
∑N
n=1(1− c(n− 1)) · an.
. . . fa fa+1 fa+2 . . . fn
Tˆa P (a1) P (a2) P (a3) P (an)
Tˆa+1 P (b1) P (b2) P (b3) . . . P (bn)
Tˆa+2 P (c1) P (c2) P (c3) P (cn)
...
...
. . .
...
Tˆn P (n1) P (n2) P (n3) P (nn)
Figure 11. Arbitrary Fault Table with Columns as faults and Rows as tests and entries representing the probability of a
given test detecting a given fault.
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Definition 1. Two tests (rows) Ri and Rj of a Quantum Fault Table are equivalent if they are identical vectors
of numbers.
Definition 2. In a Quantum Fault Table test T1 dominates test T2 if every entry of test T2 is a smaller number
than the corresponding entry in the same column of test T1.
Dominated rows can be removed. In a group of equivalent rows, all but one can be removed. The algorithm
below takes into account the ”row equivalence” and ”row domination” deﬁned as Deﬁnition 1 and Deﬁnition 2
above, diﬀering from standard set covering algorithms. The classical set covering algorithm is a special case of
quantum set covering, thus the Deﬁnitions 1 and 2 still hold for standard set covering, but not vice versa.
Definition 3. Assurance of column Cj with respect to set RR of rows is the sum of products of probabilities
cij(n) taken for all rows Rj from RR (as illustrated in 4.1 for P (fa) for rows Ta, Ta+1 and Ta+2.) The ”achieved
assurance” of a column is the assurance for the set R of rows selected to the solution. The total assurance is the
sum of achieved column assurances calculated for all columns and for the set of selected rows from the solution
(including the rows selected at stages 1-3 of the algorithm below). Our heuristic greedy algorithm to solve the
Quantum Set Covering Problem applied to the original Fault Table (Table S1) is as follows.
Quantum Set Covering Algorithm: Start from a Quantum Fault Table S1.
1: Remove all dominated rows and select one row in each group of equivalent rows. Create Table S2.
2: Find a solution SOL1 (using any known set covering algorithm) to the subset of the table composed of all
columns that have at least one ”1” in them and their respective rows. Remove from Table S2 the rows from
SOL1 and columns that are covered in SOL1. Remove dominated rows and select one row in each group of
equivalent rows. Create Table S3.
3: Assume given accuracy acc (0,1). It can be diﬀerent for each column Cm, denoted by column accuracy accm.
4: Create a vector of 0’s the column length equal to S3, denoted this vector COL.
Process of Table Reduction:
I. Deﬁne x as the number of entries in each row in S3.
II. Calculate the inner product between COL and S2,
∑
x
√
COLx · S2x.
II. Select the row in S2 as a test, where the inner product between COL and S2 is maximum.
III. Recalculate the entries of COL using Rule 1.
IV. For each of the x entries in COL: if COLx remove entry x from COL and S3.
V. Repeat Process while x > 0.
VI. Determine if the classical solution was dominated in the other selected tests.
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The condition of satisfying accuracy accj for each column is a good termination condition because it is satisﬁ-
able (from problem formulation there always exist some subset of rows that satisﬁes this condition). In addition,
the search uses the cost function which is the maximal total assurance, based on the amount of information
gained by a potential test. The total assurance is calculated for the set of selected rows from the solution (in-
cluding the rows selected at stages 1-3). Whenever a new value of the total assurance is found, if it is larger
than the previously stored value, the corresponding solution is retained together with its total assurance. This
way, when the search is completed, the last solution has the maximum value of the total assurance among all
solutions that satisfy the termination condition of all ”column accuracies” accj . The ﬁnal solution is the union
of SOL1 and SOL2. In30 the notion of probabilistic set-covering is introduced as the generation of a random
binary vector and the covering constraint has to be satisﬁed with some prescribed probability. Although there is
certain similarity, our ”quantum set covering problem” is quite diﬀerent. Some ideas of30 can be however used
to create other algorithms for our problem.
5. CONCLUSIONS, COMPARISONS AND FUTURE WORK
We considered examples of how quantum mechanics can be used to test circuits. A somewhat surprising result
of our work is the speed increase over the testing several classical reversible circuits. We introduced methods to
generate tests and minimize the number of tests for quantum circuits. The non-classical test sets that we used in
this work are very easy to create, and the point is that these tests are not minimal, but the test set is simple to
formulate. Recent advancements in Nano scale technology45 has had serious problems with probabilistic design
ﬂaws.45 For this reason we also addressed probabilistic set covering.
Gate Tests Gate Tests
Peres 2 Toﬀoli 2
δ=50 3 δ=50 3
δ=25 9 δ=25 9
δ=15 22 δ=15 21
Miller tests Fredkin tests
δ=50 4 δ=50 3
δ=25 10 δ=25 9
δ=15 23 δ=15 21
Figure 12. Comparison on the number of tests needed for some common gates using the rotation fault models given in
Equation 1, 2 and 3.
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